
1.  Each inning consists of 20 overs and a bowler can bowl maximum of 4 overs.

2.  Batting powerplay will be applied for first 6 overs. During the batting powerplay maximum of

    2 fielders can be outside the circle.

3.  After the power play mimimum of 5 fielders can field ouside the circle.

4.  Only five fielders can field on the leg side at any point of match( bowler and fielder are not

      consider as a fielder in this regard)

5.  No changes in team after the submition of registration form or no change in match after 

     submition of waiver form and playing XI.

6.  Byes , Leg Byes, and over throws are applicable in the match. But LBW is not applicable.

7.  No ball and wide ball will be penalized according to the cricket rules. One run and one extra 

     ball will be awarded to the batting team for a no ball and wide ball.

8.  There will be a Free Hit after the no ball.

9.  Umpires reserves every right to declare no ball with or without warning if any bowler

     under arm or throw ball.

10. No bowler can bowl immediately after coming back to the field after substitution. He can

       bowl only after the 2 overs from re-joining the match.

11. Transfer of players between teams is not allowed. A player can  represent the single team,

       no any player is allowed to play for 2 or more teams. If any player found to be played

       for the 2 teams , the team from he is playing will be terminated without any prior notice.

12. A team can choose maximum of 13 player squad for the tournament.

13  Only the captain can interact with the umpire or organising comettee  if any dispute occures 

       no any player is allowed to interact with the authorities.

RULES & REGULATION (BRKCT PROVISIONS)
BRKCT is a knock ou tournament



14  Captains should be report to the comettee 30 minutes before atarting the match. In case

       any team fails to report on time will be nullified.

15   Substitute Runners are not allowed, unless a batsman gets injured in the field during the match.

        And role of the substitute is fielding only.

16   Upmpire's decision will be final throughout the tournament. Any sort of misconduct by any player

        will result in direst terminiation.

17   All team members are requested to wear appropriate dress. Short pants are not allowed.

18.  If Any match ends in tie, the winner will be adjudged by the "SUPER OVER".

Super Over : - If super is tie then another super over to be played till when the winner been 

        adjudged. In super over Maximumm  of 2 wickets can be played. Batting team will bat first in

        super over.


